Shimmers &
pigments

Try out new eye
looks with 4 shades

Fresh on the go

Limited
Editions

You’ll want this
fragrance in your purse

The perfect gifts for
the holiday season

Nourishing
cleansing balm

Remove makeup and grime
without stripping your skin

EDITION

Hey Glossies,

TOP TIP
Scoop a generous
amount and
massage on
dry skin. Rinse
thoroughly.
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TOP TIP
This month, we’re embracing elegant, timeless
and sophisticated beauty. Let us tempt you with
soft, silk-like textures that caress your skin and
make you glow inside our charming ’Beauty Desires’
edition. Feel beautiful, precious and sexy in your
own skin, enhance your inner radiance and give
the chilly November days a soft beauty touch.

Stay Glossy,

Your GLOSSYBOX Team

After cleansing,
apply evenly
over face before
applying makeup.
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@commodity

@vitabridglobal
Daily-C Balancing
Cleansing Balm

Paper

Lightweight and effortless, Paper opens

Infused with plant-derived extracts, this facial
cleansing balm helps to effortlessly dissolve
stubborn makeup and impurities. It’s formulated
with a powerful antioxidant blend of Kahai Oil
and proprietary Vitabrid CG (active vitamin C)
to help support a clear and radiant complexion.

TOP TIP

FIGS & ROUGE
FULL SIZE

CHELLA
TRAVEL

@chellabeauty
MANIFEST BRONZE EYESHADOW PALETTE
The 4 shades of this palette,
Charisma, Radiant, Purpose, and
Intention, will transform you into a
glam, confident version of yourself.
Buildable and highly pigmented,
this palette ensures a look that will
amplify your inner and outer glow.
RRP / $20
Shop / chella.com

Beauty Desires | November 2021
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DELUXE MINI

FULL SIZE

Apply to lips
liberally. Layer
to intensify tint
based on your
desired look.

Spray on your
wrists, neck, and
elbow creases.

COMMODITY

VITABRID C¹²

RRP / $48
Shop / vitabrid.com
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TOP TIP
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with Iso E Super, a unique and woody
molecular note. Then, as the minutes pass
and the scent comes to life, you’ll begin
to notice ethereal skin musk followed
by a softly sweet trail of amber.
RRP / Deluxe mini worth $10
Full size worth $105
Shop / commodityfragrances.com

TOP TIP

Scoop a generous
amount and
massage on
dry skin. Rinse
thoroughly.
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Glossies
TOP TIP

Use pigments
separately or
blend together
for a more
sophisticated
look.

@figsandrougeuk
SATIN SOFT BLURRING PRIMER
& FINISHING FIX

This primer is designed to fix
foundation and finish your
complexion for complete matte
perfection. Its silicone-free,
pore-minimizing, and antiblemish qualities absorb oil so
you’ll have a beautiful smooth
finish without any breakouts.
RRP / $52
Shop / figsandrouge.com

THE BEAUTY CROP

KAB COSMETICS

FULL SIZE

FULL SIZE

@thebeautycrop

Oui Cherie Lip Oil

Say Bonjour to your new lip obsession! This
non-sticky, moisture-rich lip treatment
has a pH color-changing formula that
works with your unique pH level to give
you a custom shade, perfectly suited
to your skin tone. It’ll also keep your lips
unbelievably soft and nourished.
RRP / $12
Shop / thebeautycrop.com

@kabcosmetic
Juicy Melon Lip Oil

There’s no time for chapped lips or a messy,
sticky gloss. This non-sticky lip oil will give your
lips an instant burst of hydration with a subtly
pigmented shine. Its large doe foot applicator
makes it super easy to use too!
RRP / $20
Shop / kabcosmetics.com
Product may vary.

*RRP relates to the full size product available for purchase as advised by the brand. Prices may vary due to exchange rates. All
prices are correct at time of print. Please check all ingredients and read instructions before using any of these products.

Black Friday
Limited Edition

£

Set your clocks, Glossies!
The busiest shopping day of the year is almost
here and there’s no better time to find amazing
deals and discounts for your holiday gifting. The
GLOSSYBOX Black Friday Limited Edition is the
perfect gift for anyone who loves beauty or is still
learning what their favorite products are. A great
value at an amazing price, this box launches
Friday, November 26th at midnight!

The highly anticipated 2021 Holiday Limited Edition
is the ultimate gift for any beauty enthusiast. the
2021 Filled with luxury products including skincare,
makeup, haircare, and more, this collection is sure
to satisfy any and all beauty cravings. Be sure to
subscribe for priority access, beginning on Monday,
November 29th at midnight.

Not sure what to buy for the teenage girl in your
life this year? Look no further! The Generation
Glossybox was curated specifically for girls who
are starting to learn about the world of beauty.
It’s the perfect way for them to find their new
favorite lip gloss, try different nail polish colors, and
learn about skincare! Keep an eye out for priority
access starting Wednesday, December 8th.

The GLOSSYBOX Skincare range has been tailored
perfectly for you... And our newest skincare
sets are no different!
For gorgeous glowy skin, why not try our Ready, Set, Glow
skincare set? Or, if you want to soothe your skin whilst you
sleep, we recommend our Sleep & Refresh set!
You’ll be sure to wake up with a revitalised
complexion come morning.
Find out more at glossybox.co.uk/skincare/collection.list

